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I had the honor and privilege to attend the Grace Hopper Conference organized by the Anita 

Borg Institute (ABI) for Women in Computing October 8-10, 2014 in Phoenix. It was the first 

time I attended this prestigious event and was so pleased to have had the opportunity to interact 

with so many women – both young and not so young. It was so encouraging and inspiring to see 

around 8000 women attend this event and I am determined to attend the conference every year 

from now on. 

I attended many sessions as well as participated in informal round table discussions at the exhibit 

hall. One such discussion was with a group of young women working in computer science and 

information technology, likely in their 20s. These women were well dressed mostly in nice 

dresses, shoes, handbags, scarfs and elegant makeup. They asked me about my career and one of 

the women mentioned, “You are the only well known computer scientist I have met who wears 

red lipstick, foundation with golden tones and products to make your eyes look exotic”. She then 

added “in spite of that you have had a great career with many accomplishments. My questions is, 

can you be taken seriously by both men and women when wearing bright red lipstick?” She 

added that she would like to wear red lipstick but was advised by her mentor not to do so as she 

won‟t be taken seriously by her colleagues..  

While I was a little taken aback at this question, I was not too surprised as one of my colleagues, 

a very bright woman professor of computer science from one of the top universities about 8 years 

younger to me had mentioned to me a year ago that she will never be able to pull it off wearing 

red lipstick and bright eye shadow and foundation and yet look so professional like I did. She 

said one has to be enormously confident to pull it off.  

After thinking about what my colleague mentioned to me last year, here is what I told these 

young computer scientists at the ABI event. 

„Red lipstick, gold tinted foundation and colorful eye shadows are something that I have worn 

since I was around 16. So like anything when you start something young it comes naturally to 

you. You have to also understand a little about my background. I am the youngest of several 

sisters and my oldest sister is over 10 yrs. my senior. Therefore I got all the left over makeup 

from my sisters and started experimenting with them from the time I was around five and have 

used makeup on a consistent basis since 16.  It‟s as routine for me as brushing my teeth every 

morning and I don‟t think twice about it. It‟s become my signature look and I believe my 

colleagues both men and women accept me the way I am. Not once has anyone commented to 

me that I looked unprofessional. I have been working in computer science for 34 years and I 

don‟t believe I have ever not been considered seriously, even with the red lipstick. It‟s all about 

what you know and how good you are at work. If someone has had a bias against me, because I 

am a woman of South Asian origin and who wears red lipstick I am not aware of it. 

My only concern with cosmetics is the impact of the chemicals on the health. Even though skin 

care companies market many of their products as “all natural”, I believe that there is no such 

thing as “all natural”. All the products have chemicals and some of them have lead. I do however 

check out all the ingredients in the products I use. Therefore if I discourage someone to use 



cosmetics that will be the only reason – that is chemicals in cosmetics - not because of not being 

considered a serious computer scientist.” 

I also pointed to her about how important confidence is for success. In fact I read an article about 

Bobbi Brown in the recent Harvard Business Review. Ms. Brown said she launched her own 

cosmetics brand back in 1991 as she was “sick of red lipstick”. That is, red lipstick essentially 

drove her to start her own cosmetics line with pale and neutral shades of lipstick, eye shadows 

and foundation. When asked recently as to should executive women care about makeup Ms 

Brown replied “Success requires experience, of course, but also confidence. You want to feel 

your best; if you can do that with no makeup you’re really lucky.”  

I agree with Bobbi Brown. To me wearing red lipstick is an essential part of my routine. It makes 

me feel good about myself and likely gives me confidence. Therefore at this time even if 

someone feels negatively about my red lipstick this is something I will not give up unless of 

course my physician tells me it is bad for my health. I do however remove my makeup every day 

after dinner and then workout for an hour. I believe it is not good for one‟s skin health to work 

out with a face full of makeup. I cleanse my face and then head out to the gym daily. That gives 

my skin about 12 hours every day, usually 8pm to 8am, to breath fresh air directly (not via a 

layer of foundation).  I also make sure I use an SPF 50 sunscreen the first thing every morning 

and follow a daily skin care routine am and pm. 

We live in a society that values youth and beauty. Therefore while it is important to grow old 

gracefully; it is also equally important for one to be presentable. That means taking care of your 

skin, nails, and hair just like you would take care of your personal health. Use plenty of sun 

screen, moisture creams, drink lots of water to hydrate your skin, eat a healthy diet and get 7-8 

hours sleep. While it would be great to look natural 24x7, it is something I am not ready to do at 

this time. Again, as Bobbie Brown has stated “you want to feel your best, if you can do that with 

no makeup you’re really lucky.” I guess I am not that lucky yet.  

My final words to the group of young women were wear red lipstick or even blue lipstick if it 

makes you feel good and confident provided it is OK with your physician. First and foremost 

health is the most important thing in life. Next it is important how you feel about yourself, not 

what the others feel about you. You dress for yourself, and wear makeup for yourself and for no 

one else. That is what gives a woman the confidence – to have the choice - and I believe women 

with confidence glow with inner beauty and that is priceless.  

What I learnt from the discussions with these young women is that women need mentors in all 

aspects of their life, their education, work, career enhancement, as well as how they look. Once 

again I was so pleased to have attended this conference and so very grateful to the late Dr. Anita 

Borg for all what she has done for us women in computing.    


